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World UltraCycling 
Association multiple 
time World Champion - 
Chris "Hoppo" 
Hopkinson

"I've been riding with Wheelscience since 2014 and so far would 
have clocked 10's of thousands of miles on my wheels.  From 24-
hour time trials to tandem world record attempts I know I have 
been able to rely on them for a fast ride"



OUR MISSION

Be the World's NUMBER ONE 
"direct to consumer" high-
performance bike wheel brand. 

Be the World's NUMBER ONE 
"direct to consumer" high-
performance bike wheel brand. 

Be the World's NUMBER ONE 
"direct to consumer" high-
performance bike wheel brand. 
We will provide every customer 
with the RIGHT  WHEELS at the 
RIGHT PRICE backed by a 
LIFETIME WARRANTY and 
PERSONAL SERVICE.

We will judge our success by 
independent customer 
feedback via the use of verified 
customer reviews over which 
we have no control.

CLICK HERE TO GET A 
PERSONAL WHEEL 

RECOMMENDATION 

https://www.wheelscience.com/pages/wheel-selection


The Right Wheels

The Right Price

Lifetime Warranty

Personal Service

Our wheels use only the highest grade materials and 
components, incorporating the latest scientific thinking on 
rim profiles and carbon fiber construction.  Importantly, we 
are here to help you make sure you choose the correct 
wheels for your requirements.

Being a consumer-direct business we are able to offer great 
prices on our wheels.  We never aim to be the cheapest. 
Believe us, you don't want to ride "cheap wheels". We spend 
as much as we can building our wheels and charge you as 
little as we have to.

The bottom line with our warranty policy is that you will 
NEVER be out of pocket relating to any problem with our 
wheels that is our fault.  We WILL repair or replace any item 
found to be faulty. (see HERE for full details)

We are here to answer any questions you may have before 
and after you buy.  We aim to reply to all emails within 24 
hours.  Whether it is advice on wheel selection, setting up 
your wheels, tire selection or even just saying G'day we are 
just an email away.

https://www.wheelscience.com/pages/lifetime-warranty






The EVEREST™ series

The ELEMENTAL™ series

The VORTEX™ series

Super light wheels designed for road and gravel use.   
 
 With a 21mm internal rim to allow the use of wider tires. This can 
provide reduced rolling resistance for road climbing, or the use of gravel-
specific tires for off-road riding.  The new EVEREST™ rims use an 
innovative lay up technique to deliver strength to the wheel where it 
needs it and save weight elsewhere. Using T800 carbon has allowed us to 
achieve a significant weight saving this way. 

Aerodynamic wheels for road, CX and time trial riders. 
  
 The ELEMENTAL™ series from Wheelscience has been developed with 
one thing in mind.  Uncompromising performance in all conditions. From 
the cutting edge, race-proven U-Tech™ rim to the incorporation of 
ceramic bearings as standard in the wheel, nothing has been left to 
chance. 
 
The U-Tech™ rim performs incredibly well at all wind angles, the varying 
25-27mm rim profile ensures the best possible handling and lowest 
possible drag at higher yaw angles.

World Class race wheels at World-beating prices, backed by a global 
lifetime warranty.   
 
The Wheelscience VORTEX series offers you the chance to own a pair of 
top quality carbon wheels at a fraction of the big brand cost.  Using the 
classic V shape rim profile they are ideal for those of you who want the 
performance without the hype.  



The EVEREST™ series from Wheelscience has been developed to produce the 
lightest possible wheels, while maintaining our reputation for reliability.  With 
the addition to the range of the X55 we now have advance aerodynamics 
combined with lower rolling resistance. 

The new EVEREST™ rims use an innovative lay up technique to deliver strength 
to the wheel where it needs it and save weight elsewhere. Using T800 carbon 
has allowed us to achieve a significant weight saving this way.  

The EVEREST™ series' rim geometry allows for the use of wider tires. This can 
provide reduced rolling resistance for road climbing, or the use of gravel-
specific tires for off-road riding.   

At the heart of the wheel is the hub.  We still use our standard ELEMENTAL™ 
Wheelscience hub as it has always delivered outstanding performance at a 
very low weight.  A freehub that gives almost instant engagement and hybrid 
ceramic bearings (ceramic balls matched with vacuum degassed alloy races) 
that give very low rolling resistance and an incredibly long life.  Our hubs are 
fully serviceable. We use a 20/24 spoke count for the perfect balance of 
strength and weight on our standard hub, and 24/24 on our disc brake hubs. 

The EVEREST 1 uses the 30mm version of our new rims leading to a rider 
weight limit of 100kgs.  It's slightly bigger brother, the EVEREST XL uses a 
35mm front and 45mm rear to boost this weight limit to 115kgs for the 
addition of around 70 grams. 

The Everest X55 now rounds out the range adding truly outstanding aero 
performance to our wider wheel range.  A simply outstanding wheelset with a 
weight limit of up to 125kgs and weighing in from only 1274grams

Background Picture- Ryan Tetz, Wheelscience rider - Fastest know 
ascent from lowest to highest points in USA. Badwater to Whitney - 
142 miles - 21,496 feet vertical (228kms - 6,551m vertical).   
13hrs 16mins 7secs

The EVEREST™ series



EVEREST 1 ANATOMY

ELEMENTAL ceramic hubs: Front 
76 grams, Rear 208 grams (rim 
brake). Disc brake hubs: Front 
80 grams, Rear 229 grams.

Cx-Ray spokes @ 4.25 grams 
per spoke. Rim brake 20/24, 
disc brake 24/24.

SAPIM secure lock 
nipples @ 0.3 grams.

The EVEREST 30mm rim, with a 
21mm internal width will allow the 
fitting of tires from 25-40mm.

We have been able to create a rim 
weighing just 310 grams (tubular) and 
380 grams (clincher / tubeless) using 
T800 carbon fibre and an innovative 
material lay up giving maximum 
strength where the wheel needs it.



EVEREST 1 - Super light wheels for road and gravel
Weight - Tubular rim brake 1104 grams

1224 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher rim brake

Weight - Tubular disc  brake

Weight - Tubeless  / clincher disc brake

1147 grams

1267 grams

The EVEREST 1 from Wheelscience is 
about 3 things: 
  
LOW WEIGHT: 
Innovative lay up and best of breed carbon 
materials. 
  
LOW ROLLING RESISTANCE: 
Wider internal rim to optimize road 
performance with wider tires, giving smaller 
contact points and lower resistance. On the 
gravel, with an internal rim of 21mm you 
have your choice of tires from 25mm-
40mm. 
  
"RIDE ALL THE TIME" DURABILITY: 
Our wheels are built to be ridden and 
enjoyed, not packed away.  

(Rider weight up to 100kgs (220lbs))

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/everest-1


EVEREST XL ANATOMY

ELEMENTAL ceramic hubs: Front 
76 grams, Rear 208 grams (rim 
brake). Disc brake hubs: Front 
80 grams, Rear 229 grams.

Cx-Ray spokes @ 4.25 
grams per spoke. Rim 
brake 20/24, disc 
brake 24/24.

SAPIM secure lock 
nipples @ 0.3 grams.

The EVEREST rims, with a 21mm 
internal width will allow the 
fitting of tires from 25-40mm.

We have been able to create 
rims weighing just 330 grams 
(35mm tubular) and 390 
grams (35mm clincher / 
tubeless) using T800 carbon 
fibre and an innovative 
material lay up giving 
maximum strength where 
the wheel needs it. The 
deeper profile allows for the 
higher rider weight.



EVEREST XL - Super light wheels for road and gravel
Weight - Tubular rim brake 1174 grams

1264 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher rim brake

Weight - Tubular disc  brake

Weight - Tubeless  / clincher disc brake

1217 grams

1307 grams

The EVEREST XL from Wheelscience is 
about the perfect balance between weight, 
power, and durability.  Innovative layups 
and best of breed carbon materials allow 
for this balance in the rims, while world-
class components take care of the rest of 
the wheel. 
  
 

35 mm front rim 
for minimum 
weight, maximum 
maneuverability 
with both robust 
performance and 
durability.

45 mm rear rim 
for minimum 
weight with 
maximum power 
transfer and 
wheel rigidity.

(Rider weight up to 115kgs( 260lbs))

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/everest-2


EVEREST X55 ANATOMY

ELEMENTAL ceramic hubs: Front 
76 grams, Rear 208 grams (rim 
brake). Disc brake hubs: Front 
80 grams, Rear 229 grams.

Cx-Ray spokes @ 4.25 
grams per spoke. Rim 
brake 20/24, disc 
brake 24/24.

SAPIM secure lock 
nipples @ 0.3 grams.

The EVEREST rims, with a 21mm 
internal width will allow the 
fitting of tires from 25-40mm.

We have been able to create 
rims weighing just 410 grams 
(tubular) and 460 grams 
(clincher / tubeless) using 
T800 carbon fibre and an 
innovative material lay up 
giving maximum strength 
where the wheel needs it. 
This allows for rider weights 
up to 125kgs(280lbs)



EVEREST X55 - wider aero wheels for road and gravel
Weight - Tubular rim brake 1274 grams

1384 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher rim brake

Weight - Tubular disc  brake

Weight - Tubeless  / clincher disc brake

1317 grams

1427 grams

The EVEREST X55 from Wheelscience is 
about the perfect balance between weight, 
aerodynamics, and durability. Innovative 
layups and best-of-breed carbon materials 
allow for this balance in the rims, while 
world-class components take care of the 
rest of the wheel.

(Rider weight up to 125kgs( 280lbs))

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/everest-x55


The ELEMENTAL™ series from Wheelscience has been developed with one 
thing in mind.  Uncompromising performance in all conditions. From the 
cutting edge, race-proven U-Tech™ rim to the incorporation of ceramic 
bearings as standard in the wheel, nothing has been left to chance. 
 
The U-Tech™ rim performs incredibly well at all wind angles, the varying 25-
27mm rim profile ensures the best possible handling and lowest possible 
drag at higher yaw angles. The combination of ceramic fibre brake surface 
inlays and high-temperature resin delivers failsafe stopping ability in all 
conditions - hot or cold, wet or dry. 
 
Our unique carbon layup means our rims are incredibly strong, so we can put 
our spokes under higher tensions, meaning stiffer, stronger wheels.  This 
translates into greater power transfer to the road from the rear wheel and 
amazingly responsive handling from the front.  Our wheels will never flex and 
cause annoying brake rub under acceleration.
 
At the heart of the wheel is the hub.  The standard ELEMENTAL™ 
Wheelscience hub mixes simplicity with high-end performance.  A freehub 
that gives almost instant engagement and hybrid ceramic bearings (ceramic 
balls matched with vacuum degassed alloy races) give very low rolling 
resistance and incredibly long life.  Our hubs are fully serviceable. We use a 
20/24 spoke count for the perfect balance of strength and weight on our 
standard hub, and 24/24 on our disc brake hubs. 
 
By popular demand, we offer DT Swiss 240 and DT Swiss 180 hubs as an 
option across our range of spoked wheels.

The ELEMENTAL™ series



The ELEMENTAL series is



The Science behind Wheelscience

Click on graph to go to full analysis

These are the forces that affect you when you are riding. 

Force (total) = Force (gravity) + Force (rolling) + Force 
(drag) 

Force (gravity) = G x sin(arctan g%) x W 

Force (rolling) = G x cos(arctan g%) x W x Cr 

Force (drag) = 0.5 x Cd x A x Rho x V^2

There is simply no question that a set of Wheelscience wheels WILL 
make you faster*.  It is really just a question of physics. 

*Compared to low profile alloy rim wheels

We know for a fact that the limiting force on riders always ends up 
being "drag".  Fortunately, that is exactly what our wheels can help 
you reduce.

https://www.wheelscience.com/pages/aero-v-weight


Performance data
Rather than presenting modeled or theoretical data about the benefits our 
wheels can give you, we took a different approach.  We took ourselves and our 
ELEMENTAL wheels to the DISC Velodrome in Melbourne, Australia for the day. 
We tested our wheels in the real world using the Alphamantis aero testing 
system (Acquired by Garmin and rebranded Track Aero System). 

The system collected data from repeated rides by our testers using various 
wheel combinations.  From the identified watts saved (compared to a standard 
wheel), we were able to calculate the real savings our wheels can give you over 
various distances. 

Note that we tested at around 35kph (22mph), meaning our number 
represents REAL achievable results, not just some theoretical benchmark. 

If you have any questions about our data please get in touch.

Testing parameters 

Tires - Continetal GP4000s2 25mm 
Tubes - Continental butyl 
Tire pressure - 100psi 
Speed - 35-37kph 
Target Power - 200 watts 
Power meter - Quark 
Estimated error +/- 5% of stated outcomes  



Different looks to suit your style



Custom spec your own ELEMENTAL wheels using our 
WHEEL BUILDER page.  This includes our "SUPER BUILD" 
option for riders up to 170kgs or for those tandem racers / 
watt monsters out there. 





ELEMENTAL 38MM
Weight - Tubular 1195 grams

1454 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-38


ELEMENTAL 3850MM
Weight - Tubular 1254 grams

1494 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher

USD

Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-38-50mm-wheelset




ELEMENTAL 50MM
Weight - Tubular 1294 grams

1554 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-50




ELEMENTAL 5060MM
Weight - Tubular 1334 grams

1574 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-50-60


ELEMENTAL 60MM
Weight - Tubular 1454 grams

1594 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-60




ELEMENTAL 6088MM
Weight - Tubular 1584 grams

1834 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-60-88


ELEMENTAL 88MM
Weight - Tubular 1634 grams

1884 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-88


ELEMENTAL 60DISC
Weight - Tubular 1797 grams

1997 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-60-disc




ELEMENTAL 88DISC
Weight - Tubular 1887 grams

2142 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher
Disc brakes hubs add around 80 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-88-disc


ELEMENTAL DISC
Weight - Tubular 1120 grams

1250 gramsWeight - Tubeless  / clincher

Disc brakes hubs add around 40 
grams

Based upon a 70kg rider @ 200 watts

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/elemental-disc


 WHEEL PACKAGES





Track configurations are 
available for all our wheels based 
around the Ridea H1 hub.  Full 
carbon disc wheelsets available.

https://www.wheelscience.com/collections/track-wheels


VORTEX SERIES

$949
From

USD

World Class race wheels at World-beating prices, backed by a global lifetime warranty.   

 Yes, the price is for the wheelset, not just one wheel! 

The Wheelscience vortex series offers you the chance to own a pair of top quality carbon wheels at a 
fraction of the big brand cost.  Ideal for those of you who want the performance without the 
hype.  You can even choose a "No decal option", which is actually our most popular option for the 
vortex series. 

Why choose the VORTEX series? 

$ for $ we believe the VORTEX series represents the best value for money, reliable race wheels you 
can buy. 
  
From a performance standpoint, the only measurable difference between the VORTEX series and the 
ELEMENTAL series is in relation to crosswind handling and a slight weight difference. 
The VORTEX series have a track option. 

 The V Shape rim profile is excellent at handling the EXTREME power-related stresses of track racing.

https://www.wheelscience.com/products/vortex-wheels




Custom decals and Flag options



Ryan Tetz, Wheelscience rider - Fastest know ascent from 
lowest to highest points in USA. Badwater to Whitney - 142 
miles - 21,496 feet vertical (228kms - 6,551m vertical).   
13hrs 16mins 7secs



www.wheelscience.com


